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FRANCISJ.GAVIN

The Myth of Flexible Response: United States
Strategyin Europe duringthe 1960s

up any book on post-war United States foreign relations and you
will almost certainlybe told that US national security policy changed
dramaticallyon 20 January 1961, when the incoming John F. Kennedy administration began to replace Dwight D. Eisenhower's 'massive
retaliation'with a new militarystrategyof 'flexible response'. The strategy,
which focused largely on the Soviet threatto Western Europe, was, and is,
seen as a radical change which supposedly enhanced deterrence by providing the president with flexible nuclear options and increased conventional capabilitiesto deal with a varietyof militarycrises.
This view of flexible response is widely held among both strategistsand
historians.1 However, the operational changes in US strategy in Europe
during the 1960s have been exaggerated. Recently declassified documents
and transcribedrecordings reveal that senior officials, including the president and secretary of defence, were not persuaded by the core strategic
assumptions underlaying the doctrine of flexible response as they applied
to the role of the United States in Europe. Like Eisenhower before them,
they were not convinced that 'controlled' nuclear war was possible, entertained the possibility of assisting independent European nuclear
Earlier versions were presented to the Security Studies seminar at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Center for Science and International Affairs at Harvard University, the Research Program
in International Security at Princeton University, and the Society for Historians of American Foreign
Relations. I thank all those who provided valuable suggestions, including Matthew Connally, Daryl
Press, Andrew Erdmann, and Marc Trachtenberg.
1 See, e.g.,J. E. Stromseth, The Origins of Flexible Response:NATO s Debate over Strategy in the 1960s
(New York, 1988);J. L. Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar American
National Security Policy (Oxford, 1982); D. Shapley, Promise and Power: The Life and Times of Robert
McNamara (Boston, 1993); A. L. Friedberg, In the Shadow of the Garrison State: America's AntiStatism and Its Cold War Grand Strategy (Princeton, 2000); L. Freedman, The Evolution of Nuclear
Strategy (2nd ed., New York, 1997); F. Kaplan, The Wizards of Armageddon (New York, 1983). Cf.,
e.g., J. S. Duffield, 'The Evolution of NATO's Strategy of Flexible Response: A Reinterpretation',
Security Studies, i (1991), 132-56; D. A. Rosenberg, 'Reality and Responsibility: Power and Process in
the Making of United States Nuclear Strategy, 1945-68', Journal of Strategic Studies, ix (1986), 35-52;
D. Ball, 'The Development of the SIOP, 1960-83', in Strategic Nuclear Targeting, ed. D. Ball and J.
Richelson (Ithaca, 1986), pp. 35-56; and M. Trachtenberg, A ConstructedPeace: The Making of a European Settlement, 1945-63 (Princeton, 1999).
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programmes, and would have preferred to reduce rather than enlarge the
US conventional forces in Western Europe.
The rhetoric of flexible response, however, suited senior US policymakers for reasons having little to do with enhancing deterrence or
winning a nuclear war. While Kennedy, like Eisenhower, did seek a wider
range of military options to help him to meet the anomalous challenge of
maintaining West Berlin's viability in the face of Soviet pressure, neither
he nor Eisenhower supposed that 'flexible' responses suited to managinga
crisis over Berlin were appropriate to a Soviet blitzkrieg or even a limited
land grab, which would provoke an immediatenuclear response. The Kennedy administration's rhetorical adoption of flexible response, and the
Lyndon B.Johnson administration'sefforts to persuade its NATO allies to
adopt the strategy, were motivated by the need to ease difficult intra-alliance tensions over the two crucial questions of the cold war in Europe, the
German question and the nuclear question. By emphasizing conventional
forces, controlled response, and centralized command and control of
nuclear weapons, the new strategy helped to resolve complex and potentially explosive issues in Central Europe surrounding the militarystatus of
West Germany.
Understanding the origins and meaning of flexible response is also
importantfor other reasons. First, the new evidence shows that the United
States's strategy of containment was not applied only to the Soviet Union.
Especially afterthe Berlin and Cuban missile crises, US policies on nuclear
sharing and conventional forces in Europe were often shaped as much by
the complexities of the German question. Second, the evidence has important implications for internationalrelations theory. Contrary to Waltzian neo-realism, US strategy in Europe reveals that the cold war was not
simply a bipolar struggle, and that balancing occurred within as well as
between alliances. Waltzian neo-realism, which asserts that allies were irrelevant during the bipolar struggle between the superpowers, must come
to terms with US strategy in Europe during the 1960s, as Kenneth N.
Waltz's own arguments about the dynamics of bipolar systems and
alliances derive entirely from the history of the cold war.1
Third, a proper understanding of flexible response has implications for
policy today. The United States still maintainslarge conventional forces in
Germany, almost ten years after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
question of Germany's military status and the presence of US forces have
the potential to become explosive issues in the future. The German chancellor, Gerhard Schroeder, complained in September 1999 that NATO
once 'served to protect Germany but also [acted] as protection against
1 K. N. Waltz, Theoryof International Politics
(Reading, Mass., 1979).
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Germany', a concept that 'has no value from now on'. Germany, he
claimed, having become ;a great power in Europe', would not hesitate to
pursue its national interests, however it defined them. Since the United
States's similar stance of containing while protecting Japan, South Korea,
and Taiwan may be challenged in the future, a better understanding of
how the United States restrained West Germany during the 1960s offers
guidance on how to respond.1
The term 'flexible response' was vague, and rarely used in private by
senior officials. The president's special assistant for national security
affairs, McGeorge Bundy, criticizing the process of rewriting the Eisenhower administration's Basic National Security Policy, told the state
department's policy planning chairman, Walt Rostow, in April 1962 that
he had 'grave reservations about the notions implied by the words
"doctrine" and "strategy"in connection with basic policy'.2 At a White
House staffmeeting on 4 February1963, Bundy added 'in the most serious
way that he felt there was really no logic whatever to "nuclearpolicy"'. In
other words, 'military planners who calculate that we will win if only we
can kill 100 million Russians while they are killing 30 million Americans
are living in total dreamland.'3The man responsible for implementing
strategy in Europe, NATO's supreme allied commander, General Lyman
Lemnitzer, actually forbade the use of the term flexible response, because
he complained that 'so many of my people didn't really know' what it
meant.4And the official history of the United States's nuclear command
and control effort contends that 'to the extent it amounted to a doctrine, it
was open to differentinterpretations,and it is not easy (if at all possible) to
find a single coherent, clear statement of it, even among authoritative
pronouncements of the President and the Secretaryof Defense.'5
Despite the confusion, the term is normally associated with a cluster of
assumptions with important implications for NATO strategy during the
1960s, in general by replacing what was viewed as excessive reliance on
nuclear weapons with greater reliance on conventional forces. These
would allow NATO to respond effectively to a Soviet provocation that did
1 See R. Cohen,'A New GermanAssertivenesson Its ForeignPolicyStance',New YorkTimes,12Sept.
1999,p. 8.

2 Bundy to Rostow, 13 April 1962, F[oreign] Rfelahons of the] Ufnttedj SftatesJ, 1961-3, vni. 263.

3 L.J. Legere,citedin editorialnote 127,ibid., p. 463, concerninga WhiteHousedailystartmtg.held
on 4 Feb. 1963.
4 Interviewwith Lemnitzer,11Feb. 1970,pp. 0-7 [Boston,John b.\ KennedyLibrary,Ural History
Collection.
5 L. Wainstein et al. 'The Evolution of US Strategic Command and Control and Warning, 1945-72 ,
Institute for Defense Analysesjune 1975 [Washington, DC], Department] O[f ] D[efence]-F[reedom]
O[f ] Information] O[ffice],p. 287.
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not merit a nuclear attack, such as the seizure of a 'hostage city' like Hamburg, or an attack by conventional forces on Western Europe. Nuclear
strategy shifted away from an all-out nuclear attack towards the 'flexible'
use of nuclear forces to deliver a controlled, graduatednuclear response.1
This article shows that this view of flexible response is misleading, at
least for the 1960s. The first section examines whether US nuclear strategy
became more flexible by analysing policy debates over controlled response, damage limitation, nuclear sharing, and the military effectiveness
of tactical nuclear weapons. The second section examines whether after
1961the United States did, in fact, rely less on nuclear escalation and more
on conventional war. It shows that Kennedy and McNamara wished to
reduce US conventional forces in Europe, and explains the specific and
unique connection between conventional forces and the crisis over the status of Berlin. The third section examines the relationship between flexible
response, US conventional forces in Europe, and German nuclear politics
during theJohnson administration.
The strategy of flexible response presupposed the capability to wage
limited nuclear war by offering the president of the United States the
choice of deviating from the pre-programmed attack envisioned in the
Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP); in other words, flexible
response would allow the United States to 'control and direct' its nuclear
forces in a crisis 'as the military situation may dictate', as McNamara
claimed in a top-secret speech in Athens to NATO on 5 May 1962.2
Despite the enthusiasm among defence analystsfor 'graduated'and 'controlled' responses, they were not possible at the time. When McNamara
asked the joint chiefs of staff to prepare a doctrine that permitted controlled response with pauses for negotiation, they replied that it could not
be done.3 In December 1961, the Net Assessment Committee, led by Lieutenant General Thomas Hickey, presented McNamara with a study that
concluded that controlled response would have to be postponed until the
late 1960s at the earliest, owing to the technical constraints.4In practice, as
David Rosenberg shows, during the Kennedy andJohnson administrations
1 It is often forgottenthatthe Eisenhowerperiodended with his secretaryof state,ChristianHerter,
askingNATO to embrace'flexibilityof response':airgramfromthe delegationat the NAC to state
dept., 17Dec. i960, FRUS,1958-60,vii, no. 1. 674-82.
2 'Remarksby SecretaryMcNamara,NATO MinisterialMeeting,5 May1962,RestrictedSession',5
May1962,OSD-FOIO,pp. 79-481.
3 Wainsteinet al., 'Evolutionof US StrategicCommand',p. 288. See also, Lemnitzerto McNamara,
18
April1961,FRUS,1961-3,viii. 74.
4 See FRUS,1961-3,viii. 196n. 5, describingthe contentsof 'A Studyof Requirements
forUS Strategic
Systems:FinalReport',1 Dec. 1961.
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only superficial changes were made to the war plan.1 The director of the
joint strategic planning staff, General Bruce Holloway, claims that McNamaraallowed him and his staffto work out the plan as they saw fit.2
Defence department officials were shocked during the Richard M.
Nixon administration to find how little their predecessors under McNamara had done to plan for limited nuclear war. In January 1969, they
identified significant weaknesses in the United States's ability to respond
flexibly to a less than all-out Soviet attack: the United States 'had the
number and types of weapons' but not the 'planning and command and
control capability' to respond with anything other than large, pre-planned
strikes. The assistant secretary of defence for system analysis concluded
that the United States would not be able to respond 'with strategic nuclear
3
weapons at less than SIOP levels until 1975-76'. And when the secretaryof
Nixon
administration's new
laid
out
the
defence, James Schlesinger,
nuclear strategy in 1974, he claimed that it represented a dramaticchange
from the past:
The thingthatis differentaboutthe targetingdoctrinethatI haveoutlinedto you
is the emphasison selectivityand flexibility.In the past we have had massive
preplannedstrikesin whichone wouldbe dumpingliterallythousandsof weapons
on the SovietUnion.Someof thosestrikescould to someextentbe withheldfrom
goingdirectlyagainstcities,but thatwaslimitedeventhen.Withmassivestrikesof
thatsort, it would be impossibleto ascertainwhetherthe purposeof a strategic
strikewaslimitedor not.4
Despite the rhetoricalemphasis on flexible nuclear response during the
1960s, McNamara quickly lost interest. Henry Rowen explains that, by
1963, McNamara felt that efforts to develop flexible, limited nuclear
options were no longer worthwhile: the contingencies requiring nuclear
weapons were so 'unpredictable'that 'nuclearplanning could only be done
when the contingency arose.'5 According to the report on nuclear command and control, written by a group led by Leonard Wainstein in 1975,
the complex issues behind flexible nuclear options 'that received major
attention in the early 1960s' were 'pushed into the background by the war'
in South-East Asia. The period ended with 'just as much, if not more'
concern over the fundamentalissue of survivability. Looking back on the
1 Rosenberg,'RealityandResponsibility',
pp. 46, 48.
2 Trachtenbere,Constructed
Peace,pp. 318-19n. 124.
3 Wainstein,'Evolutionof US StrategicCommand',pp. 430, 432.
4 The testimonyof Hon.JamesR. Schlesinger,Secretaryof Defense,'US-USSRStrategicPolicies',
93rd Congress,1st Session, Subcommitteeon ArmsControl,Committeeon ForeignRelations,4
March1974,p. 9.
5 H. S. Rowen,'The Evolutionof StrategicNuclearDoctrine',in StrategicThoughtin theNuclearAge,
ed. L. Martin(Baltimore,1979),p. 151.
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1960s, the report concluded that 'the issue of flexible response seems to
have been a less significant theme than it appeared at the time.'1 When
Schlesinger was asked by the Committee on Foreign Relations in March
1974 whether McNamara's strategic plan involved 'a massive attack on
cities and missile silos and other limited targets alike' which the Nixon
administrationwas replacing with 'a range of options which would range
from attack on missile sites up to a massive attack on cities', he replied
'Yes, sir.'2
The issues surrounding McNamara'scalls for a second-strike counterforce capability - or damage-limitingforce - are even murkier. In his first
budget statement in 1961, McNamara suggested a strategic posture that
rejected both the extremes of minimal deterrence and first-strikecapability.
The resulting strategic compromise, known as 'damage limitation',
required strategicsuperiorityin order to attackSoviet militarytargetsafter
the United States had absorbed a Soviet first strike. McNamaraexplained
the logic behind 'damagelimitation'in his speech to NATO in Athens.
McNamara never took the concept of second-strike counterforce
seriously. The deputy special assistant for national security affairs, Carl
Kaysen, claimed that McNamara stressed damage limitation because he
doubted whether the public or the military would accept minimal deterrence: 'these figures were the lowest that he could consistently support and
carry the military along with him.'3 Shortly after the NATO meeting in
Athens, the assistant secretary of defence for internationalsecurity affairs,
Paul Nitze, asked McNamarawhy he had deleted the words 'relativeto the
US' from the following statement:'Attainmentof a stable militaryenvironment requires strategic forces sufficiently effective so that Sino-Soviet
leaders would expect - without question - the Bloc's present power position [relativeto the United States] to be worsened drasticallyas a result of
a general nuclearwar.'
As damage limitation assumed that the United States would survive a
nuclear exchange with superior forces, Nitze asked McNamarato put back
the deleted phrase to strengthen the language. McNamara, who refused,
explained that 'the concept of a "worsened relativemilitaryposition aftera
general nuclear war" is not a meaningfulone to me when each side has the
capacity to destroy each other's civilization.'4
1 Wainstein, 'Evolution of US Strategic Command',
pp. 415, 436.
2 Committee on foreign relations, 'US-USSR
Strategic Policies', p. 9.
3 Interview, Joseph O'Conner with Carl Kaysen, 11
July 1966, p. 12, Kennedy Library, Oral History
Collection. See also May, Steinbruner, and Wolfe, 'History of the Strategic Arms Competition', 1981,
DOD-FOIO, p. 520.
4 Memo, Nitze to McNamara, 5 June 1962, FRUS, 1961-3, viii. 303 and n. 3. See memo for sec. of
defence, 20 April 1963, ibid., p. 481 and n. 4.
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As the Kennedy administrationwas confident in its overwhelming nuclear superiority, one wonders why McNamarawould argue for a nuclear
strategyin which he did not believe. An exchange in September 1962 with
Britain's minister of defence, Peter Thorneycroft, helps to answer the
question. When asked to explain the counterforce strategy, McNamara
answered that the point of his speech in Athens had been to convince the
Soviets to strengthen their strategic nuclear forces. McNamara explained
that the 'Soviet forces were so soft that, if they believed the US were going
to attack, the Soviets would have no option but to hit first. Therefore the
Americans believed that the Russians would have to escape from this
dilemma by hardening bases and sites and diversifyingsystems ... it would
make for safety by reducing the pressure on the Soviets.' McNamara
concluded that 4inthe conditions of today neither side was likely in fact to
resort to counterforce strategy.,n Thorneycroft, who thought the explanation bizarre, attributed McNamara's speeches to the demands of US
domestic politics.
By the summer of 1963, the idea of maintainingstrategic superiority had
been dropped. In a meeting on 30 July, afterMcNamaratold Kennedy that
a second-strike counterforce policy would no longer limit the damage to
the United States, McGeorge Bundyjokingly commented that any strategy
;was only good for about a year'.2 More than twenty years later, he
confessed that he and other senior officials in the Kennedy administration
were 'assiduous propagators of the fallacy of usable nuclear superiority.
We owe some atonement for that.'3 By the end of 1963, McNamara's
budgets reflected the administration's abandonment of the strategy of
using second-strike counterforceweapons to limit damage.4
The debate over second-strike capability may have been irrelevant.
Kennedy, unlike McNamaraand McGeorge Bundy, was more interested in
the mechanics and possibility of a pre-emptive strike in the event that a
crisis with the Soviet Union should escalate.5 He told the joint chiefs of
staff in 1961 that the critical point was to 'use nuclear weapons at a crucial
moment before they use them', and asked the joint chiefs whether the
1 Ministerof defence'svisitto the US, Sept.1962,'CounterForceStrategy',19Sept.1962[Kew,Public
RecordOffice], PR[im]EMinister's OfficeRecords]11/3779;ministerof defence'svisit to the US,
note on mtg. with McNamara,19 Sept. 1962 [Kew, Public Record Office], DEFE[nce Ministry
at the ministerialmtg.on 5 May,
Records]13/323;and'NATO Strategy- Statementby MrMcNamara
1962',15Aug. 1962,DEFE6/83.
2 Tape 102^38,30 July 1963,KennedyLibrary.
3 Comments,McGeorgeBundy,Centerfor Scienceand International
Affairs,HarvardUniversity,12
Oct. 1983.1 thankMarcTrachtenbergforprovidingthisinformation.
4 See draftmemo,McNamaratoJohnson,6 Dec. 1963,FRUS,1961-3,viii. 550; and Keenyto Bundy,
22 Nov. 1963,ibid.,p. 534.
5 Trachtenberg,Constructed
Peace,pp. 292-7. See also, F. Kaplan,'JFK'sFirst-StnkePlan',Atlantic
Monthly,Oct. 2001,pp. 81-6.
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United States was able to mount a pre-emptive strike without letting the
Soviets know.1In 1963, Kennedy explained to the nationalsecurity council
that he had been advised that if he ever released a nuclear weapon on the
battlefield he 'should start a pre-emptive attack on the Soviet Union', as
'the use of nuclearweapons was bound to escalate and we might as well get
the advantageby going first.'2The question of when, and under what circumstances, became frighteninglyreal when the United States discovered
that the Soviet Union was secretly sending medium-range missiles to
Cuba. During the crisis, Kennedy stated that 'everybody sort of figures that
in extremis' the United States would use nuclear weapons. However, 'the
decision to use any kind of nuclear weapon, even the tactical ones,
presents such a risk of it getting out of control so quickly, that there's ...'
Although Kennedy's voice trails off at this point, he must have been
emphasizing the advantages of pre-emption,3 as he showed in his comments a year later. When told that a clean first strike was no longer possible, he asked, 'why [do] we need to have as much defense as we have' if
US strategywas to be 'based on the assumption that even if we strike first'
nuclearweapons offered no protection?4
Although most of the evidence has yet to be released, what has been
shows that the replacement of the SIOP with a limited first strike was
investigated in 1961, after intelligence revealed that the Soviets had fewer
intercontinentalmissiles than had been thought. Kaysenargued in September that a smaller, cleaner strike, having a better chance of success, was
better suited to contingencies likely to arise out of the Berlin crisis.5 Kennedy's militaryrepresentative,Maxwell Taylor, forwardedKaysen'sanalysis under a generally favourablecovering letter. The day after receiving it,
on 19 September 1961, Kennedy asked his military advisers, including
General Thomas Power of Strategic Air Command, 'how much information did the Soviets need' and 'how long do they need to launch their
missiles?'6Years later, in 1988, Kaysen was asked if the point of the exercise was 'an attempt to implement a relativelysubtle strategyfor controlled
thermonuclear war, "the counterforce/no-cities" strategy that had been
developed mainly at RAND in the late 1950s, and which would be outlined
by Secretary of Defense Robert McNamarain his Athens and Ann Arbor
speeches in 1962?' He replied:
1 Mem of con. with Kennedy, 27 July 1961, FRUS, 1961-3, viii. 123.
2 Trachtenberg, ConstructedPeace, p. 292.
3 Transcript of mtg., Mon., 29 Oct. 1962, 10.10 a.m., in The
Kennedy Tapes: Inside the White House
during the Cuban Missile Crisis, ed. E. May and P. Zelikow (Cambridge, Mass., 1997), p. 657.
4 517th mtg. of the NSC, report of the net subcommittee, 12
Sept. 1963, FRUS, 1961-3, viii. 499-507.
5 Kaplan's account of this limited pre-emptive strike
plan (Wizards of Armageddon, pp. 297, 301) is
misleading.
6 FRUS, 1961-3,viii. 128-31.
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No, it was just, 'Look, we may get in a war. We now know and have known for
some months the Soviets really haven't got an operational missile force. Therefore,
maybe we really can disarm them. Can we disarm them? It would be great if we
coukL By God, we can.' That was all it was. I remember standing in the corridor
outside the Cabinet Room in the White House with Harry [Rowen]. And, as I
said, there had been some Berlin discussion and I don't know why I was there
since I usually wasn't, but I was. And I said, 'Look Harry, who the hell knows
what's gonna happen? We ought to ask ourselves the question. We know the
Soviets really have no missiles, that we can take care of them. Do we have a disarming strike and what will we need to do it?' And the point is, we didn't need all
of SAC. That was the message. We just were saying, 'Can we make sure that the
Soviets can't launch a really serious heavy attack on the United States?' And the
answer was that in 1961 we could have made sure, with rather a high level of
confidence.1

Planning a clean first strike, with the aim of pre-empting a Soviet response, is by no means the same thing as developing a flexible war-fighting
doctrine. Little, however, was done with Kaysen'splan and the next SIOP
- SIOP-63 - was only superficially revised. Its stipulated willingness to
refrainfrom attackingSoviet satellite countries was not a radicalbreakfrom
the past. It remainedthe type of plan Eisenhower had approved: a massive,
pre-programmed,strategicnuclearattackthat contained little flexibility.
The flexible response strategymay have had a more markedeffect on the
politically contentious question of the possession and control of nuclear
forces by US allies. Even though US policy on this question was often obscure during the late 1950s, Eisenhower had sympathized with the allies'
nuclear ambitions.2The Kennedy administration, by contrast, was adamantly opposed to independent allied nuclear forces, at least publicly. It
justified its stance by the logic of nuclear strategy; that small forces, unstable themselves, invited Soviet pre-emption and were effective only
against cities, not the types of militarytargets US strategistsemphasized in
their counterforce strategies. In addition, a strategy of graduated response
and damage limitation required centralized decision-making. As McNamaraput it in his speech at Athens: ;In short, then, weak nuclear capabilities,
operating independently, are expensive, prone to obsolescence, and
lacking in credibility as a deterrent. It is for these reasons that I have laid
such stress on unity of planning, concentration of executive authority, and
centraldirection.'3
1 Trachtenbergand Rosenberg'sunpublishedinterviewwith CarlKaysenat his officein Cambridge,
Mass.,in Aug.1988.
2 See M. Trachtenberg,'The Nuclearizationot NA I O and Ub-WestEuropeanRelations7and 1he
BerlinCrisis',in HistoryandStrategy(Princeton,1991),esp. pp. 163-8and180-91.
3 'Remarksby SecretaryMcNamara,NATO MinisterialMeeting,5 May1962,RestrictedSession',5
May1962,OSD-FOIO,pp. 79-481.
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If flexible response had been taken seriously, the United States should
have tried to persuade or compel its European allies to abandon their nuclear programmes. However, the Athens speech did not reflect the actual
views of either McNamaraor Kennedy about sharing nuclear technology.
Only weeks before the speech, McNamaratold Kennedy that sharingwith
the French 'would be justified on balance of payments reasons alone'.1
Other defence department officials such as Roswell Gilpatric and Nitze,
the ambassador to France, James Gavin, and Taylor supported sharing.2
When Kennedy decided to prohibit it, his reasons had little to do with
militarystrategy:he 'did not want to have the Germans clamoring for help
in their turn'.3
The administration's policy on nuclear sharing remained an open
question throughout 1962 and 1963. Kennedy toyed in September and
October 1962 with the idea of helping the French,4and aftera meeting with
the British at Nassau in December, he offered them the Polaris missile to
replace the Skybolt air-to-surfacemissile which McNamarahad cancelled
for budgetary and technical reasons. As Polaris would extend the life of
Britain'snucleardeterrentwell into the future, Kennedy, with McNamara's
support, decided in December 1962 to reverse his decision to deny nuclear
weapons to France. He directed Gavin's successor, Charles Bohlen, to
offer France everything, including warheads and submarines, in returnfor
French support of US Europeanpolicy.5
Despite the failure to come to terms with France, the United States
reopened the question during the summer of 1963. Surprisingly,given the
awful state of Franco-American relations, the Kennedy administrationwas
willing to supply the French with 'Polaris or Minutemen missiles ... or
Polaris submarine technology' in return for agreement to the partial testban treaty.6Kaysen, who took part in the test-ban negotiations, claimed
that the administration was even willing in return to give the French
1 Kohlerto Rusk,'SecretaryMcNamara'sViews on NuclearSharing',12April 1962[Washington],
U[nited]S[tates]N[ational]Archives, Recordsof the Dept. of State],R[ecord]G[roup]59, S[tate]
Department]D[ecimal]F[ile]740.5611,p. 1.
2 Bundy,memotorpresident,'Actionon NuclearAssistanceto France',7 May1962,KennedyLibrary,
President's]O[ffice]F[iles],116a,France-Security.

J Ibid., p. b.

4 See minutesof the 505thmtg.of the NSC, 20 Oct. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,xi. 126-36;andminutesof the
506thmtg.of the NSC, 20 Oct. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,xi. 141-9.
5 See R. Neustadt,'Skyboltand Nassau:AmericanPolicy-Making
and Anglo-American
Relations',15
Nov. 1963 [Austin, Lyndon B. Johnson Library],[Francis]Bator Papers. This account follows
Peace,pp. 359-67.
Trachtenberg,Constructed
6 'A USSR-USEnforcedNon-Proliferation
Agreement- the ProbablePositionsof the FRG,France,
Italy, Norway, Belgium, and the Netherlands',n.d. [June 1963], KennedyLibrary,N[ational]
S[ecurity]F[iles], CarlKaysen,NuclearEnergyMatters,6/63, box 376, p. 3. See also, 'On Nuclear
Diffusion,VolumeII', KennedyLibrary,NSF, CarlKaysen,BriefingBook,vol. II, box376, p. 3.
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'nuclearwarheads for their bombs'.1Although nothing came of the offer, it
was clear that the Kennedy administration did not object to France's
nuclearforces for the reasons McNamaralaid out at Athens.
The gap between rhetoric and action over nuclear sharing arose not
from militaryconsiderations but from a political question: Germanrearmament. If the United States helped Britainand, if Britain,also France, West
Germany would expect similar treatment. Even as Kennedy reversed US
policy at Nassau and offered nuclearweapons to France, he explained that
his reluctance arose from fear of how the decision might be interpreted in
West Germany:
The UnitedStateshoweverhadnot supportedthe Frenchin the nuclearfieldand
the resultof thispolicyhad been to sourAmericanrelationswith France.Rightly
or wronglytheyhad takenthisattitudebecauseof Germany... The UnitedStates
were concernedat what would happenin GermanyafterDr Adenauerleft the
scene . . . They regardedGermanyas potentiallythe most powerfulcountryin
Europeand one whose futurewas in some doubt . . . And if the UnitedStatesdid
helpFrancethenpressurein Germanyforsimilarhelpwouldrise.2
Similar dilemmas characterized the administration's debate over
whether a flexible response would be more or less likely to rely on theatre
nuclear weapons. On the one hand, as Taylor told McNamaraon 25 April
1962, tactical nuclear weapons provided another rung on the escalation
ladder short of general war: a ' "flexible nuclear response' short of the big
ones'.3 Thus, tactical nuclear weapons should have been part of a ;controlled response' or limited nuclear option. Yet, in practice, such weapons
were not suited to the centralized command structure that flexible
response demanded. If tactical nuclear weapons were to be effective,
authorization to use them had to be delegated ahead of time to commanders on the battlefield; in which case, McNamarawondered, how do
'we preserve command and control in the tacticalatomic environment?'4
Nor was the administrationcertain that tactical nuclear weapons would
be effective in a war limited to the European continent. Some military
authoritiesargued that such weapons would cancel out the Soviet Union's
superiority in conventional weapons; that they might deter the Soviets
from mobilizing their conventional forces owing to their vulnerability to
tactical nuclear attacks.5On the other hand, there was a natural fear that
1 Interview,O'ConnerwithKaysen,njuly 1966,KennedyLibrary,p. 131.
2 Mtg.betweenKennedy,Macmillan,and otherofficials,at Nassau,19 Dec. 1962,Recordof Nassau
Conference,PREM11/4229.
3 Taylorto McNamara,25 April1962[Washington,DC, NationalDefenseUniversity,Departmentot
SpecialCollections],[MaxwellD.] TaylorPapers,box 35.
4 McNamara
to chairman,
JCS, 23 May1962,TaylorPapers,box35, p. 2.
5 See, 'FurtherStudy of Requirementsfor TacticalNuclearWeapons',preparedby SpecialStudies
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the use of any nuclear weapon would increase the chance of general war.
Normally strong advocates of flexible response such as Kaysen, Rowen,
and the deputy comptroller of the departmentof defence, Alain Enthoven,
argued that tactical nuclear weapons were irrelevant since the strategic
exchange would determine the outcome of a generalwar.1
As the Kennedy administrationnever resolved these dilemmas, its policy
towards the use of tactical nuclear weapons in Europe remained inconsistent. For example, in 1961, it decided to restrict their build-up. Similarly,at
Athens, McNamaraargued that they would soon have little utility. Seven
months later, however, in a speech to NATO at Paris in December 1962,
he stated: CIwant to make it perfectly clear that it is our intention to maintain and increase tactical nuclear weapons in Europe.' One military aide,
Major William Y. Smith, remarked that the statement led 'our allies [to]
believe we have plans to increase nuclear weapons in Europe' while the
administration'sdeclared policy remained one of 'reducing the number of
deployed weapons if possible'.2
Most of the civilian advocates of flexible response held strong reservations about the use of tactical nuclear weapons in battle. But the weapons
served the important political purpose of reassuring European allies,
especially the West Germans, that the United States would not try to 'denuclearize'Europe. As McGeorge Bundy pointed out when discussing the
deployment of tactical nuclear weapons in Europe, 'the forces that one
wants for war are not necessarily those which one may want "diplomatically".'3Ultimately, the numbers of tactical nuclear weapons dramatically
increased during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations, for reasons
less of militaryneed than the managementof allies.4
The difference between the nuclear policies of the Eisenhower and Kennedy/Johnson administrations was not as sharp as conventional wisdom
suggests. But underlying the latter'semphasis on flexible response was the
need to enhance non-nuclear capabilities in Europe. By making a quick
Soviet takeover of the continent more difficult and a forward defence of
West Germany more realistic, strengthened conventional forces would
both enhance deterrence and raise the nuclear threshold in the event of
Group(JCS), April1963,FRUS,1961-3,viii. microfichesupp.,doc. 291.
l See 'Viewsof Dr Enthovenon TacticalNuclearWarfare',7 Feb.1963,ibid.,doc. 289.
2 SmithforGoodpaster,'US Policyon TacticalNuclearWeaponsin Europe',6 Feb. 1963,ibid., doc.
288, p. 4.
3 DailyWhiteHousestaffmtg.,23 Ian.1962,ibid., doc. 287.
4 For the increasein tacticalnuclearweaponsin Europeduringthe 1960s, seeJ. M. Legge, Theater
Nuclear Weaponsand theNATOStrategyof FlexibleResponse[RAND,SantaMonica],RANDpaper
R-2964-FF,April1983,p. 16.
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war. Nonetheless, senior US officials did not necessarily believe in the
strategic, as opposed to the political, logic behind their call for increased
conventional capabilities, nor that the United States should enlarge its own
conventional forces in Europe.
It is often forgotten that the Kennedy administrationinherited from its
predecessor six US divisions stationed in Europe. Given the importanceof
defence in the i960 election, one would have expected that McNamara's
first defence budget would signal the administration's strategic priorities
with appropriationsto increase their strength. To the surprise of advocates
of conventional warfare, McNamara provided no additional money for
increased conventional forces in Europe. Taylor was 'sorry to note the intention to cut back the level of conventional forces',1while the secretaryof
state, Dean Rusk, complained to Taylor in October that McNamara's
budget 'actuallyprojects a cutback in force levels, principally in the Army,
below those currently approved'.2Kaysen, noticing that McNamara'sfiveyear plan kept 'limited-war' forces unchanged until the financial year of
1969, asked McGeorge Bundy, 'is this the New Look which corresponds
to the President'sprogram?'3
The argument over the size and cost of the permanent conventional
force continued throughout the early months of 1962.4Although the callup of reservists and the mobilization of two National Guard divisions after
the conference at Vienna in June 1961 temporarily increased the army's
size, McNamararefused to budget for the million-plus-manarmyproposed
by advocates of flexible response. Despite intense lobbying, he 'showed no
great increase in his receptivity'permanentlyto enlarge the United States's
conventional forces.5He had his way, both in the 1961budget and in those
that followed.
More surprisingly, Kennedy frequently threatened to withdraw large
numbers of US troops from Europe. Almost from the start of his administration, he linked the presence of US conventional forces in Europe to
political and economic interests, in particularan end to the US balance-ofpayments deficit.6 In January 1963, he told the national security council:
1 Taylor for McNamara, 'Preliminary Comments on the Department of Defense FY '63 Budget and
1963-7 Program', Kennedy Library, NSF, Department and Agencies, box 275, p. 2.
2 Rusk to Taylor, 29 Oct. 1961, FRUS, 1961-3, vm. 191.
3 Kaysen to Bundy, 'Secretary McNamara's Memorandum on the Defense Budget dated October 6,
1961', 13 Nov. 1961, Kennedy Library, NSF, box 275, p. 1.
4 See. e.g., Rusk to McNamara, 20 Jan. 1962, FRUS, 1961-3,viii. microfiche supp., doc. 256; Kaysen to
Bell, 23 Jan. 1962, ibid., doc. 257; Taylor to president, 'Scheduled Reduction in Strength of the US
Army in Fiscal Year 1963', 17 April 1962, ibid., doc. 264.
5 Kaysen to Taylor, 23 Jan. 1962, ibid., doc. 258.
6 See A. Schlesinger, A Thousand Days: John F. Kennedyin the WhiteHouse (New York, 1905), p. 001;
W. W. Rostow, The Diffusion of Power: An Essay in Recent History (New York, 1972), p. 136; and
memo of con., Kennedy and Adenauer, 24 June 1963, FRUS, 1961-3, ix. 170;Johnson Library, George
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'we cannot continue to pay for the militaryprotection of Europe while the
NATO states are not paying for their fair share and living off the "fatof the
land".' The United States must 'consider very hard the narrowerinterests
of the United States'.1In May 1963, he warned Heinrich Krone, a minister
in the German government, that the United States would be forced to
withdraw troops on account of its dollar and gold outflow. And in May,
General Francisco Franco told the German ambassadorto Spain, Freiherr
von Welck, that Kennedy had warned him: ;the question of the American
balance of payments constituted one of his greatest concerns.' Unless he
could reverse the outflow, he would be forced to 'change his whole policy'
and 'dismantle the militarysupport of Europe'.2
The balance-of-paymentsdeficit was not the only issue that drove Kennedy to consider troop withdrawals from Europe. By 1962, both the
French and West Germangovernments were irritatinghim by openly criticizing the administration's policies. He told Thorneycroft in September
that if France and West Germany were co-operating on a nuclear programme, as he suspected, the United States might simply 'haul out',
because if West Germany broke the Brussels treaty of 1954 which prohibited it from making atomic weapons, the United States would 'have to
consider whether they should regard themselves [as] still committed to
their own obligations for keeping troops in Europe'.3 Similarly, Kennedy
warned the French minister of culturalaffairs,Andre Malraux,in May 1962
that if de Gaulle preferred a Europe dominated by Germany, the United
States would bring its troops home and save $1.3 billion, an amount that
'would just about meet our balance of payments deficit'. He told the West
German chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, in June that 'economic relations'
were 'possibly even more important to us now than nuclear matters',
because the West was strong enough to deter a nuclear attack.4And at a
meeting in September 1963 with Schroeder, Kennedy said that 'the US
does not want to take actions which would have an adverse impact on public opinion in Germany but does not wish to keep spending money to
maintainforces which are not of real value.'5
As troop withdrawals contravened flexible response, many US officials
were puzzled by Kennedy's desire to pull troops out of Europe. At the
state department, the deputy assistant secretary for European affairs,J.
Ball Oral History, no. 2, AC 88-3, p. 29.
1 Remarks of President Kennedy to the national security mtg., 22 Jan. 1963, FRUS, 1961-3,xiii. 486.
2 Von Welck and Franco, 29 May 1963, A[kten zur] A[uswartigenJ Pfolitik der Bundesrepublik]
DfeutschlandJ, 1963, i. no. 18; no. 185 n. 9.
3 Visit to the United States, 9-17 Sept. 1962, DEFE 13/323.
4 Memo of con., 'Trade and Fiscal Policy Matters', 24 June 1963, FRUS, 1961-3,ix. 170.
5 Memo of con., 'US Troop Reductions in Europe', 24 Sept. 1963, ibid., p. 187.
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Robert Schaetzel, asked how the United States could demand a 'greater
European contribution to a flexible strategy' while taking steps Howarda
detente with the Soviet Union', and at the same time 'move unilaterally
toward significant cutbacks in our present commitments and drift back
toward the plate glass doctrine'.1 Kaysen, who thought that McNamara's
plan to withdraw troops from the Far East would require a shift in strategy
towards 'an immediate nuclear response', asked whether similar withdrawals in Europe would not require the same shift.2 To David Klein, on
the staff at the White House, the withdrawals made the administration
appearGaullist:
We arecallingfor the creationof the MLF [Multilateral
Force],with the proviso
thatthe contributionsto the conventionalforceswill not bereduced.But then we
go on to say,eitheryou put moreinto the conventionalpot, andsupportour strategy, or we'llpull backand supportyourstrategy.And thenbeforethe Europeans
can respond,we go on to the or of the either-orcondition,and come out looking
likegood Gaullists.3
The seeming contradiction is less puzzling when one remembers that
Kennedy was far more concerned with political and economic interests
than the effect of withdrawals on flexible response. In December 1962, he
told thejoint chiefs that Europe was getting a 'free ride'; that 'this situation
with our NATO allies had to be changed this year.'4Two months later, he
ordered them to examine 'how much we can reduce our forces in Europe
in the next twelve months'.5 Planning for withdrawals continued throughout the spring and summer of 1963. Kennedy, who ignored protests from
the militaryand the state department that the withdrawalswould jeopardize US militarystrategyin Europe, did not want to endanger the US economy defending countries which were simultaneously undermining US
political and economic interests.6
Kennedy not only considered troop withdrawalsin order to protect the
United States's internationalmonetaryposition, but he also did not accept
the militaryand strategic necessity of stationing US conventional forces in
Western Europe. By 1962, Kennedy seems to have concluded that the only
militaryreason for the presence of large numbers of American troops was
1 Schaetzel to Kitchen, 'Balance of Payments and Force Withdrawal', 24 July 1963, FRUS, 1961-3, viii.
microfiche supp., doc. 336.
2 Kaysen to Bundy, 20 May 1963, ibid., doc. 326.
3 Klein to Bundy, 10 May 1963, ibid., doc. 323.
4JCS mtg. with president, 27 Dec. 1962, FRUS, 1961-3,viii. 453.
5JCS mtg. with president, 'Force Strength in Europe', 28 Feb. 1963, FRUS, 1961-3, xiii. 517.
6 The international economic side of this story - involving offsets by West Germany - is told in F. J.
Gavin, 'The Gold Battles within the Cold War: American Monetary Policy and the Defense of Europe,
1960-3', Diplomatic History, xxvi (2002), 61-94.
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the threat to Berlin. The second Berlin crisis began in November 1958,
when the Soviet Union announced it would sign a peace treaty with East
Germanyand, in the process, declare the Western powers' rights in Berlin
null and void. If the West did not accept the Soviet Union's proposal of
making Berlin a 'free city', the rights of access to Berlin from the West
would be turned over to East Germany. The Soviets also declared that
they would use force to defend East Germanyagainst any Western attempt
to use military means to maintain their rights. The Soviet premier, Nikita
Khrushchev's, ultimatum threatened to escalate into a military confrontation between the Soviet bloc and the Western powers on several occasions
in the late 1950s and early 1960s.1
As West Berlin lay well within the Easternbloc, NATO, in the event of a
blockade, would have to initiate military action to restore Western access
to the city. US nuclear forces, on the other hand, could do little to protect
West Berlin, whose situationwas anomalous, almost bizarre:the defence of
Western Europe was a simpler strategic problem than maintainingaccess
to West Berlin. Kennedy assumed that if the Berlin crisis could be
resolved, he could bring home large numbers of Americantroops.2
The troops, after all, were not needed for the defence of Western
Europe. Any Soviet move againstWestern Europe would 'lead promptly to
nuclear warfare'. As the United States 'would be forced to use nuclear
weapons against the first Russian who came across the line', 'the nuclear
deterrent would be effective.'3Recently released secret recordings reveal
that Kennedy told Eisenhower in September 1962: 'if we did not have the
problem, I say, of Berlin and maintainingaccess to that autobahn of ours,
then you can say that any attempt to seize any part of West Germany, we
would go to nuclear weapons.' In order to ensure access to Berlin, the
United States could not suddenly 'drop nuclearweapons the first time you
have difficulty'. Kennedy added that de Gaulle would 'be perfectly right in
talking about our immediate use of nuclear weapons, it seems to me, if we
didn't have [the] Berlin problem, because then obviously any Soviet intrusion across the line would be a deliberate one and would be a signal for
war'. He concluded that the unique and perplexing challenge the West
faced in Berlin was the only 'valid reason' for 'our emphasizing the
necessity of their building up conventional forces'.4Similarly, in October,
1 See M. Trachtenberg, History and
Strategy (Princeton, 1991), pp. 169-234.
2 See, e.g., Kennedy-Bundy-Rusk-McNamara
mtg., 10 Dec. iq62,FRUS, 1961-3, microfiche supp., xiiixv. doc. 27; Kennedy-McNamara-JCS mtg., 27 Dec. 1962, FRUS, 1961-3, viii. 449; and memo for the
record, 'Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting with the President, February 28th, 1963 - Force Reductions in
Europe', 28 Feb. 1963, FRUS, 1961-3, xiii. 516-18.
3 Memo, Smith to Taylor, 9 Aug. 1962, FRUS, 1961-3, xv. 268-9;
Kennedy-Bundy-Rusk-McNamara
mtg., 10 Dec. 1962, FRUS, 1961-3, microfiche supp., xiii-xv. doc. 27, p. 3.
4 Con. between Kennedy and Eisenhower, 10
Sept. 1962, Kennedy Library, Presidential Recordings,
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Kennedy told the mayor of West Berlin, Willy Brandt, that 'the geography
of Berlin was such that the disadvantagelay with us because it was we who
would have to make the first militarymove. This detracted from the credibility of our threatof nuclearwar and made necessary readiness to use our
conventional forces.'1
Kennedy understood that reducing the numbers of US conventional
forces in any theatre meant that nuclear weapons would be used sooner.
During a meeting on 25 September 1962 to discuss strategyin the Far East,
Taylor argued that the United States should use nuclear weapons in Korea
'at once' if the Chinese crossed the Yalu River. Kennedy replied: 'I don't
think you could say if they came across the Yalu River, but you could say
that we certainly use it [nuclear weapons] if they attack in force across the
cease-fireline.' Taylor pointed out that the line crossed was less important
than the timing: nuclear weapons must be used early, because 'we would
not be prepared to hold them [the Chinese] back by conventional methods
if they came en masse. How they got there wouldn't particularlymatter.'
During the same conversation, McNamara advocated lowering the
nuclear threshold to enable the United States to reduce its conventional
forces and 'free substantialKoreanforces' that were being paid for with US
aid: 'In the long run it would greatly reduce our military assistance program because we're supplying air power to Korea and Taiwan, and we will
have to supply it to Thailand if we continue the present policy, which
wouldn't be required if we understood that we could use nuclearweapons,
particularlynuclearweapons delivered by US aircraft.'2When the assistant
secretary of defence for international security affairs, William Bundy,
contended that this strategy was the opposite of US strategy in Europe,
Kennedy, disagreeing, replied that the reason why the United States hesitated to use nuclear weapons in Europe was the anomaly of Berlin: 'if you
didn't have the Berlin problem, you just had a thin line, you would use
nuclear weapons almost from the beginning if they [the Soviets] came in
force.' Six months later, when McNamaraclaimed that conventional forces
might be needed in Europe for contingencies other than Berlin, the
'Presidentdid not seem persuaded'.3
Proponents of flexible response wanted to enhance the United States's
conventional forces for 'limited war' contingencies besides Berlin that fell
below the threshold of general war, for example what strategistscalled the
transcribed by Erin Mahan.

1 Mtg.,KennedyandBrandt,5 Oct. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,xv. doc. 128.
2 Con. betweenKennedy,Taylor,McNamara,Ball,Harriman,Lemnitzer,WilliamBundy,Forrestal,
andothers,25 Sept. 1962,transcribed
by GeorgeEliades,KennedyLibrary,PresidentialRecordings.
3 Kennedy-Bundy-Rusk-McNamara
mtg., 10 Dec. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,microfichesupp., xm-xv.doc.
27, p. 3-
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'hostage city' scenario. Kennedy, however, dismissed the idea that the
Soviets would try to seize a West Germancity such as Hamburg:'of course
they never will.' Owing to the 'great deal of doubt in the Soviet Union
about whether or not we would use nuclear weapons ... it would be
unlikely that the Soviet Union, with this doubt in their minds, would take
up a venture such as the seizure of a city in Western Germany.'1As Kennedy told the national security council in January 1962, the 'credibility of
our nuclear deterrent' held the Soviets back: 'they think we might use the
bomb if they pushed us hard enough.'2 Only the 'geography of Berlin',
which might force the West to 'make the first military move . . . detracted
from the credibility of our threat of nuclear war' and made it necessary to
'use our conventional forces'.3 Similarly, Kennedy told Thorneycroft in
September that the 'Berlin situation distorted the whole Western military
posture': NATO could managewith only 'ten divisions in CentralEurope'
but for the need to maintainaccess to West Berlin. The British, who took
Kennedy's statements seriously, tried to work out how many troops
NATO would need if his premisses of a nuclear stalemate and a trusteeship for Berlin came to pass.4
In fact, if the Soviets had attackedWest Berlin rather than simply cut it
off, the US response would not have been flexible. When McNamaraasked
on 18 October what should happen if US troops in West Berlin were
overrun, the under-secretary of state, George Ball, replied, 'it's perfectly
clear':the United States would 'go to generalwar'. When Kennedy asked if
that meant a nuclear exchange, an unidentified speaker replied: 'that's
right.'5Kennedy confirmed the strategy the next day. If the Soviets took
'Berlin by force', he had 'only one alternative':to 'fire nuclear weapons'
and 'begin a nuclear exchange'.6 He reinforced the message in a meeting
with congressional leaders three days later. If the Soviets seized Berlin,
'our war plan at that point has been to fire our nuclearweapons at them.'7
In the end, Kennedy withdrew few troops from Western Europe,
though for reasons that had little to do with militarystrategy. By agreeing,
afterintense US pressure, to sign the partialtest-ban treaty,West Germany
1JCS mtg.withpresident,'ForceStrengthin Europe',28 Feb.1963,FRUS,1961-3,xiii. 517.See also,
memoof con., thepresidentandCouvede Murville,9 Oct. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,xv. doc. 130.
2 Summaryof president'sremarksto the NSC, 7 Jan. 1962,KennedyLibrary,NSF, box 313, NSC
mtgs.,1962.
3 Memoof con., KennedyandBrandt,5 Oct. 1962,FRUS,1961-3,xv. 347.
4 Chiefsof staffcommittee,joint planningstaff,'Reductionsin NATO DeployedForces',2 May1963,
DEFE6/84.
5 Transcriptof mtg.,Thurs.,18 Oct. 1962,11.00a.m.,in KennedyTapes,ed. MayandZelikow,p. 144.
6 Transcriptof mtg.,Fri.,19Oct. 1962,9.45A.M.,ibid.,p. 176.
7 Tapes 33.2 and 33A.1,Mon., 22 Oct. 1962, 5.30-6.30 p.m.,KennedyLibrary,POF, Presidential
Recordings.
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agreed to remaina non-nuclearstate, a concession that relaxed the tensions
between the West and the Soviet Union over the status of Berlin. In return
for accepting second-class status, West Germanywas entitled to a large US
troop presence, to pay for which it agreed to take financial and monetary
measures designed to neutralizethe effect on the US balance of payments.
This interlocking arrangementprotected both Western Europe and the
dollar while helping to end the showdown over Berlin.
The debate about the numbers of conventional troops to be committed
to NATO turned on geopolitical and economic questions. Rarely were
narrowly military considerations - in this case, the strategy of flexible
response - even discussed at the highest levels of the Kennedy administration. Ironically, Kennedy committed the United States to maintaining
large-scale conventional forces in Western Europe after relations with the
Soviets had improved dramaticallyand the danger of war had subsided.

The monetary-securityframeworkthat kept US troops in West Germany
and buttressed the rhetoric of flexible response in Europe remained fragile
throughout the 1960s. The Johnson administration, like its predecessor,
wondered how long West Germany would accept its non-nuclear status
and how long it would be willing to make onerous 'offset' payments to
relieve the foreign-exchangecosts of the US troops. At home, the administrationwondered whether increasing balance-of-paymentsdeficits and the
war in South-EastAsia would also increase domestic pressures to redeploy
the troops; for how long it could play its three-layered game of deterring
the Soviets, restrainingWest Germany, and winning domestic support for
an expensive overseas commitment in the face of an emerging US-Soviet
detente, German resentment, and demands to bring home the troops. The
detente magnifiedthe problems underlying US militarystrategyin Europe,
particularlythe question of NATO's need for conventional forces.
In fact, three years later, NATO seemed to be coming apart. In 1966,
France announced its intention to withdraw from the integrated military
command, Britain announced plans drasticallyto shrink the British Army
on the Rhine because of its own balance-of-paymentsproblem, and West
Germany unilaterally abrogated the offset arrangement with the United
States, the quid pro quo for Kennedy's expensive commitment to conventional forces. These events followed a worsening situation in Vietnam,
a bigger balance-of-payments deficit, and calls within Congress for a
reduction in the number of US forces stationed in Western Europe.1Given
1 Mansfield Resolution (Senate Res. 300), 31 Aug. 1966, Congressional Record, 1966, senate, p. 21442.
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the pressures, the administration had no choice but to withdraw troops
from Europe. How many troops would be brought back to the United
States, and how their redeployment would be squared with the official
strategyof flexible response, were questions urgently in need of answers.
McNamara, who had lectured the Europeans in 1962 on the need for
flexible response, was now more concerned with the balance of payments
than with militaryconsiderations or even deterrence. In his view, the question to be answered was simple: if West Germanydid not meet its financial
obligations, the United States should withdraw at least two divisions,
regardless of the effects on NATO strategy.1Whereas others within the
administration- particularly the state department and the joint chiefs of
staff - worried about the loss of political and military clout, McNamara
worried more about the gold and dollar drain and less about flexible
response. As one national security council aide, Francis Bator, told Johnson: 'McNamarabelieves a two division cut would be safe.'2
At times,Johnson himself appeared willing to go further.In the midst of
a disastrous summit meeting in September 1966 with Adenauer's successor, Ludwig Erhard,Johnson asked McNamarato work out how much the
balance of payments would benefit by the withdrawal of all the US troops
from Western Europe. 'How much, when you pull all your troops out of
there?Just suppose that you decided that we couldn't afford it.' McNamara, taken aback, replied: 'Of course, if we were going to pull them all
out, it would be quite a difficult movement' because the United States had
'something like a million tons of equipment in Germany'. Johnson was
unfazed. 'Looks to me, we ought to take advantage of this opportunity to
make him tell us that he cannot affordto have our troops there.'3
The West Germans hardly knew what to make of McNamara's'repeated
explanations, threats, and disclaimers' about troop withdrawals. They
found it 'extremely difficult to induce McNamara, who has ... a mind of
his own, to take a cooperative position'.4 Would he really undermine his
own doctrine of flexible response to which he had finally, despite great
difficulties, persuaded West Germany to subscribe?5'McNamarais totally
aware of the fact that the enemy's fighting strength has not decreased, but
rather increased. If he conceded to the domestic policy pressure on
ForJohnson'sresponse,see tel. con.,JohnsonandLone, 1 Sept.1966,inFRUS,1964-8,*}/.308-440.
1 Rostow,Bowie,Leddy,and Kitchenfor Rusk,4OSDProposalfor ReducingUS Forcesin
Europe',
box 17.
n.d., BatorPapers,Trilateral/Military,
2 BatorforJohnson,'The US Positionin the TrilateralNegotiations',23 Feb.1967,JohnsonLibrary,
NSF, TrilateralNegotiationsandNATO, box 51,pp. 2-3.
3 Tel. con.,JohnsonandMcNamara,
26 Sept.1966,FRUS,1964-8,™.434-5.
4 Knappstein,'Conversationwith Secretaryof State Rusk; Here, New Rumors about
Troop
Withdrawal',
23July1966,AAPD,1066,ii. doc. 233.
5 Note of Carsten,con. withHeusinger,31May1966,AAPD,1966,ii. doc. 171.
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decreasing the troops in Europe too early, his concept of defense would be
questioned.'1Giving up 'the American concept of the "flexible response"
and thus lowering the nuclear threshold' through troop withdrawalswould
'mean the deathblow for NATO'.2
The West Germanseventuallyunderstood that McNamaraand others in
the administrationwere willing to pull troops out of Europe regardless of
the strategy of flexible response. The West German ambassador to the
United States, Heinrich Knappstein, repeatedly warned the foreign ministry that the Johnson administrationwas seriously considering large withdrawals of troops from Europe for reasons that included the balance-ofpayments deficit, the Vietnam War, 'increasingdiscontent' with European
attitudes, and even an alarming 'neo-isolationist trend' that assumed that
the United States 'could defend itself only with the missile potential'.
Beyond these substantive issues lay an 'emotional position', not entirely
new but 'gaining in weight and momentum', that 'fat and lazy' Europeans
merely wanted to 'enjoy their prosperity [under] the protection of the
Americannuclear shield'. One day these feelings would force the administration to confront the question of a 'substantialreduction of troops': 'the
demand "bring the boys back home" that Eisenhower successfully
adopted ... in 1952 . . . has still today an attractivenessthat should not be
underestimated.'3The US efforts to undermine its own strategyled Erhard
in October 1966 to tell Johnson's special envoy, John McCloy, that
'flexible response is no longer believed in.'4
In order to manage US troop withdrawals without completely unravelling NATO, the United States began in the same month high-level trilateral
talks with Britain and West Germany about conventional force requirements and costs. While the ostensible purpose of the talks was to reexamine NATO strategy, the real reason for the deployment of so many
US troops in Europe emerges from the documents setting out the US
position on withdrawals, in which strategy against the Soviet Union and
flexible response in particularwere underplayed and at times ignored. As
Bator told Johnson, 'the militaryissue is only a small part of the picture . . .
Atlantic politics and US-German relations' along with 'domestic politics'
were 'the heart' of the debate over the size of the US force to be stationed
in Europe.5
1 Envoy of Lilienfeld, Washington, to the Office of Foreign Affairs, 19 Sept. 1966, AAPD, 1966, ii. doc.
294.
2 Knappstein to Schroeder, 10 June 1966, AAPD, 1966, ii. doc. 189; J. G. Giauque, 'Offers of Partnerxxii
ship or Bids for Hegemony? The Atlantic Community, 1961-3', International History Review,

(2000), 86-111.
3 Knappsteinto bchroeder,10June igbb,AArV, 1900,11.doc. 189.

4 Con., Erhard and McCloy, 20 Oct. 1966, AAPD, 1966, ii. doc. 342.
5 Bator forJohnson, 4US Position in the Trilateral Negotiations', pp. 2-3.
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One of the key papers written at the state department, which opposed
McNamara'sproposals for withdrawals, ruled out a deliberate decision by
the Soviets to launch a full-scale invasion. The paper argued that the
mobilization of large numbers of Soviet divisions would eliminate all hope
of surprise and a quick victory; more important, such an attackwould risk,
if not ensure, a devastating US response. The paper concluded that 'not
even the dissolution of NATO would altogether assure Moscow that the
US might not see an attack upon Western Europe as so great a threat to
American vital interests [as] to warrant American intervention.'1 The
discussion confirmed McNamara'sassumption that Americantroops could
be brought home without endangering peace in Western Europe. Even 'a
total reduction in NATO Central Region M-Day army manpower of 75150,000 would not seriously weaken our conventional capabilities'to meet
the most likely threats. The 'threat of nuclear response', not conventional
capabilities, has 'provided and will continue to provide a highly effective
deterrentagainstmassive Soviet non-nuclearattack'.2
Ironically, the state departmentcontended that the one truly frightening
scenario would be a reductionin the numbers of Soviet troops stationed in
East Germany. In reversing the trend towards 'greater stability' there, it
might prompt West Germany to intervene 'with all the ramificationswhich
that might have'.3 In other words, the withdrawalof US and Soviet troops
would remove the restraints on the Bundeswehr. This anti-German role
for US troops in Central Europe had little to do with the nuances of
flexible response.4
From a military point of view, the number of US combat troops
stationed in Europe could be reduced without tempting the Soviets. McNamaraassumed that three US divisions would be enough to check even a
majorSoviet conventional attack.A report on NATO written in November
1967 in preparation for the trilateral talks stated: 'If the relationship
between Western Europe and the US had been based merely on common
defense against the Soviet threat, it might be logical to conclude that the
basic raison d'etre of the alliance was rapidly being eroded.' But the US
role in NATO served political purposes that were becoming more important than its military purpose; one being the reduction in the scope of
'traditionalpower politics' represented by de Gaulle's 'hegemonic drive',
1 Garthoffand Sonnefeldt,'Soviet Intentions:PossibleSoviet Uses of MilitaryForce in Europe',24
Oct. 1966,JohnsonLibrary,NSF, TrilateralNegotiationsandNATO, box 51,p. 4.
2 'The Threat:WarsawPactCapabilitiesin the CentralRegion',n.d. [late1966-early1967],ibid.,p. 15.
3 GarthoffandSonnefeldt,'SovietIntentions',p. 10.
4 ForsharedUS andSovietconcernsabouta rearmedWestGermanyinterveningin East
Germany,see
A. Harriman,'OutlookforFutureDiscussionswith USSR',30 July 1963,KennedyLibrary,NSF, Carl
Kaysen:Test Ban and RelatedNegotiations,box 376, pp. 2-3; and memo of con., Kissingerand
Strauss,10 May1961,ibid., box 320, p. 5.
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and another, the contribution NATO and the US troops made to resolving
4theGerman problem'. The US commitment had allowed West Germany
to be 'integratedinto the West European political fabric'without upsetting
the region's internal balance of power, and 'this factor contributing to
NATO's strength seems to be growing more importantas time passes.'1
The effect of troop withdrawals on the 'German question' rather than
their effect on flexible response alarmed the US officials who argued
against them. In 1963, West Germany had reluctantly agreed to arrangements that 'precluded independent nuclear forces' so long as the United
States guaranteedits security.2'The objective of German security policy is
assurance that her borders will be defended by adequate and appropriate
forces. As long as the German government and people are convinced that
the United States will defend Germany, Germany does not need nuclear
weapons.' The arrangement, based on the extension of the US 'commitment to the defense of Europe, should not and cannot be lightly made'.3
By the mid-1960s, nonetheless, discussion of US troop withdrawalsleft
West Germanyincreasingly doubtful of the seriousness of the US commitment. A report written by the state department's policy planning council,
dated 16 November 1967 and entitled 'Implications of a More Independent
German Foreign Policy', claimed that 'the mood underlying present FRG
policies is, to a much greaterextent than prior to 1966, one of uncertainty,
resentment, or suspicion regarding the direction of US policy.' These
feelings arose from the fact that the United States had threatened to withdraw troops from West Germanywhile simultaneously trying to conciliate
the Soviet Union. 'Many Germans fear deeply that the US will either
progressively reduce its forces in Europe and thus make the Germans vulnerable to Soviet pressure, or strive increasingly for accords with the
USSR at the expense of FRG interests, or both.' The typical rebuttal that
'the Germans have no place to go' only applied when West Germany had
'confidence in US support for German security and reunification'.4Many
Germans worried that their confidence was no longer warranted.The US
ambassador to West Germany, George McGhee, revealed that the West
1 BackgroundPaper,TrilateralTalks,'PoliticalSignificanceof NATO:US Protectionof and Political
PredominanceExercisedthroughNATO', 18 Nov. 1966,JohnsonLibrary,NSF, TrilateralNegotiationsandNATO, pp. 3-4.
2 'A USSR-USEnforcedNon-Proliferation
Agreement- the ProbablePositionsof the FRG, France,
the
12June1963,KennedyLibrary,NSF, CarlKaysen,Test
and
Netherlands',
Italy,Norway,Belgium,
BanandRelatedNegotiations,box376, pp. 4-6.
3 'On NuclearDiffusion',20 June1963,ibid.,p. 5.
4 Statedept.policyplanningcouncil,'Implicationsof a MoreIndependentGermanForeignPolicy',16
Nov. 1967,BatorPapers,box 22, p. 3; statedept. policyplanningcouncil,'The Futureof NATO: A
View', 1 Nov. 1967,ibid.;memo,no author,'KeyIssuesin US-EuropeanRelations',8 Nov.
Pragmatic
1967,ibid.;McGheeto statedept., 17Aug.1966,FRUS,1964-8,xv. 390.
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Germans were complaining that the Americans were making them the
'Pruegelknabe',or whipping boy.1
A similar paper written three months later for the policy planning
council was even more pessimistic. As 'the Germansare convinced that the
US will in the relativelynear future make furthersubstantialand unilateral
reductions in its forces in Germany,' they would be increasinglywilling to
make concessions to the Soviet Union in return for the liberalization of
East Germany which would purchase nothing but disappointment and
eventually cause resentment. 'Disillusion in West Germany might well set
in and produce radicalmovements of the right and left,' as the fearof troop
withdrawalsmade the West Germans feel 'intensely isolated'. They would
suspect that the United States was forcing them to accept a neutralized
status in which the permanent division of Germany would be institutionalized by East-West security-control arrangements.Thus, they might
try to purchase confederation with East Germany from the Soviets at the
price of neutralization as a desperate last chance for reunification.2 Ball
warned the president on 21 September 1966 that US troop withdrawals
would cause the Germans to 'develop neuroses that can be catastrophicfor
all of us. They did it beforeand they can do it again ... A neurotic, disaffected Germanycould be like a loose ship's cannon in a high sea.'3
Such geopolitical as opposed to military considerations carried the day
among US policy-makers,who supported the continuation of a strong conventional force in Germany in the 1960s for reasons other than rebuffinga
Soviet attack. This explains the meaning of such euphemisms as 'maintaining the cohesion of the alliance' or 'enhancing the stability of the alliance', which were said to be the purpose of the trilateraltalks. Given that
the Soviets were not expected to invade Western Europe in the near
future, the talks focused on the managementof the German problem. The
presence of Americantroops in Europe ensured that West Germanywould
remainin NATO while preventing it from takingdestabilizinginitiativesin
the East or acquiringa nuclearcapability.
For the same reasons, the Kennedy and Johnson administrationswere
eager to maintain the British Army on the Rhine. Neither the Americans
nor the West Germans thought highly of the British units as a fighting
force, partly because the British, according to the West German represent1 For US assessmentsof West Germany'swaningconfidencein the UnitedStates's
securitycommitment,see esp. McGheeto statedept., 17Aug.1966,ibid., pp. 389-92;McGheeto Rusk,25Aug. 1966,
ibid., pp. 394-6; McGheeto statedept., 25 Aug. 1966, ibid., pp. 417-20;and same to same, 26 Feb.
1967,ibid., pp. 493-6.
2 Statedept. policy planningcouncil, 'Germanyand the Futureof WesternEurope',23 Feb. 1968,
BatorPapers,box 22, p. 1.
3 Ball, memo for president,'Handlingthe OffsetIssue duringErhard'sVisit', 21 Sept. 1966, Bator
Papers,Erhard- 9/66, box 21,pp. i-2a.Emphasisadded.
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ative for Questions of Disarmamentand Arms Control, Swidbert Schnippenkoetter, thought ;a conventional defence in Europe is hopeless and
therefore neither strong conventional forces nor war supply for more than
fourteen days are required in Central Europe.' Nor were the British worried about the military balance with the Soviets if NATO's conventional
capabilitywas diminished. While 'Soviet capabilitieshave not receded, the
USSR has no intention of attacking Europe today'. Soviet doctrine ;is
based on the use of nuclear weapons from the outset'. This left the British
convinced that ;a long conventional war in Europe is unlikely; any conflict
there is likely to escalate to an all-out nuclear exchange very quickly. Even
in the unlikely event of a Soviet attack with conventional forces, NATO
forces would be compelled to use tactical nuclear weapons within days, if
not hours.'1
The British understood the political implications of a withdrawal, however: 'London fully realizes that its contribution to NATO forces enables it
to participate in Allied efforts to control West Germany's present and
future place in Europe . . . Some London editorialists have recently expressed concern that withdrawal of British (and US) troops would lead
Bonn to argue that they should be replaced by Germans and "properly"
armed with nuclear weapons.'2 For the Johnson administration, a British
militarypresence helped to place the German problem in a multilateral
would
withdrawal
British
a
context.
and less coercive
Furthermore,
buttress the efforts of critics like Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana who
were trying to compel the administrationto withdraw large numbers of US
troops from NATO.
To stress the political role is not to discount the military role of the
American and British troops stationed in Europe during the mid-1960s.
Without being overawed by a strong US combat force, the Western European states might have succumbed to blackmailby the Soviet bloc without
a shot being fired, drifted towards neutralism or, worse, revived their
formerrivalries.Owing to the stability in Europe between the Easternand
Western blocs, however, senior officials in the Johnson administration
assumed that the Soviet Union was unlikely to attack, or even try to blackmail the Western European states, even if two or three US divisions were
withdrawn. Both they and their predecessors in the Kennedy administration were unconcerned about the effect of the withdrawals on the
strategyof flexible response.

1 Note, Schnippenkoetter,
4 Jan.1967,AAPD,1967,doc. 6.
2 BackgroundPaper,'FactorsArguingforandagainstUK I roop Cutbacksin Germany, n.d. [f Nov.
1966],TrilateralNegotiationsandNATO, box 51,pp. 1-4.
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Thus, the conventional account of the strategy of flexible response is
flawed. The shift in both conventional and nuclear strategy between the
Eisenhower period and Kennedy/Johnson period was not as great as the
literaturecontends. US nuclear strategy did not become more 'flexible' in
the 1960s, and the United States did not rely less on nuclear escalation and
more on conventional weapons.
Both Kennedy and McNamara knew that they followed Eisenhower's
programmemore closely than they cared to admit in public. For example,
Kennedy originally planned to retain Eisenhower's secretary of defence,
Thomas Gates, for at least the first year of his administration and to appoint his own brother, Robert, as under-secretary,to be trained by Gates
until he was ready to take over. Despite Robert's interest, this plan was
rejected on the political grounds that Gates would use the position to
increase his chances of becoming governor of Pennsylvania.1One would
hardly have assigned a strategic revolution to a holdover from the Eisenhower administration.
McNamara,too, knew that the strategic differences between the administrations had been oversold. In briefing McNamaraand Kennedy during
the transition, Gates explained that the United States had the capabilities
to fight a conventional war: they need not 'step them up'.2After McNamara
told the Democratic Party's platform committee in 1964 that three years
earlier 'we found military strategy to be the stepchild of a predetermined
budget', with 'no coordination' among the services and the strategic nuclear force 'vulnerable to surprise missile attack', Gates charged him with
makingstatementshe knew to be false:
I cannotbelievethatyou agreewith thesestatementsyourself... If the conditions
actuallyhad been as you havedescribedthem,then I could not consciouslyhave
remainedin office - nor would I have been allowedto; in fact, if our defense
posturethenhad actuallybeen in the stateof disorderyou havepainted,I doubt
thatanyonecould havecorrectedit in the timeyou havebeen in office ... If the
allegationsyou made, at completevariancenot only with the content of your
dispatchto me but also with a numberof statementsyou had earlierput on the
publicrecord,wereinsertedin yourpresentationto servea politicalpurpose,then
August17thwasanunfortunate
dayfortheprocessof governmentin thisnation.3
Important changes to US strategy did occur during the 1960s. The deployment of sophisticated weapons systems like the Polaris and Minute1 See J. B. Martininterviewwith R. F. Kennedy,29 Feb. and 1 March1964, pp. 15-16,Kennedy
Library,OralHistoryCollection.
2 Memo,transfer,19Jan. 1961mtg.of presidentand SenatorKennedy,19Jan. 1961[Abilene,Dwight
D. EisenhowerLibrary],WhitmanFile,Presidential
TransitionSeries,box 1, item7.
3 Gatesto McNamara,15Sept. 1964,Philadelphia,Universityof Pennsylvania,
AnnenbergRareBook
- Secretaryof Defense1.
andManuscriptLibrary,ThomasS. GatesJr. Collection,box 12:'McNamara
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man, authorized by Eisenhower, brought the cold war into the missile age;
new reconnaissance satellites improved targeting; and the conventional
forces, even if not increased, were supplied with more modern weapons
and supported by increased airliftcapability. Lastly, an important shift in
attitudes towards the militaryutility of nuclear weapons occurred between
the Eisenhower and Kennedy/Johnsonperiods.
But it is important to emphasize what did not happen to US strategy in
Europe during the 1960s. Nuclear sharing with the British and the French
was not ruled out; a flexible nuclear strategywas not developed because of
both technical constraints and, after 1962, lack of interest; and despite the
talk about moving away from massive, pre-planned attacks, the SIOP was
not altered in the 1960s to provide for limited, flexible responses. Moreover, the problems underlying complicated issues such as the utility of
tactical nuclear weapons or the meaning of damage-limitation, secondstrike, counterforce targetingwere not seriously addressed. And not only
were conventional forces in Europe not increased, withdrawals were
constantly discussed owing to the tension caused by the gold and dollar
outflows. Kennedy came to believe that the only militaryjustification for
the large numbers of US conventional forces in Europe was the Berlin
crisis, which might compel the United States to go on the offensive to
maintainthe viability of a small enclave deep within enemy territory.After
the Berlin crisis subsided, many senior US officialswanted to bring troops
home. McNamara, a balance-of-payments hawk throughout his term as
secretary of defence, finally succeeded in 1967 in withdrawing significant
numbers, paradoxically in the same year that NATO formally embraced
the doctrine of flexible response.
One reason why the Kennedy and Johnson administrationstalked up a
strategy they did not believe in was the nuclear politics underlying the
German question. If the United States admitted that it did not believe in
either controlled response or a viable first strike, it would reveal that its
nuclear guarantee of Western Europe was fraudulent. The Europeans,
including the West Germans, would demand nuclear forces of their own,
which would jeopardize the United States's politically motivated aim to
prevent West Germany's nuclearization. The Kennedy and Johnson administrations had to stress the utility of conventional forces in order to
support their claim that the Europeans, especially the West Germans,
would make a valuable strategic contribution by augmenting them.
Although many senior US officials questioned the military need to station six US divisions in West Germany, they feared the political consequences within NATO and especially West Germanylikely to follow from
withdrawals.
Reinterpretingthe strategy of flexible response forces us to reassess the
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relationshipbetween militarystrategyand power politics in Europe during
the 1960s and beyond. The field of security studies too often views the
cold war as a bipolar conflict whose shape was dictated by a military
environmentof robust nuclear deterrence. In this model, strategybecomes
static and determinist, as if the cold war, driven by militarycircumstances,
was void of political content. This was not the case. By focusing solely on
the nuclear environment and bipolarity, such a model cannot explain why
the Soviet Union risked a dangerous crisis over Berlin and Cuba (1958,
1962) while strategically vulnerable, yet become a status-quo power in
Europe after it achieved strategic parity (post-1963). Nor can the model
explain why the United States made a permanent conventional force
commitment to NATO only after the Soviet Union stopped putting
pressure on West Berlin (again, post-1963). Although the actions of both
the Soviet Union and the United States were conditioned by strategic
circumstances, their strategies were driven by core geopolitical interests,
often complicated and even overlapping.
This does not mean that one cannot see the cold war in Europe clearly
while looking through a realist lens. Intentions and capabilities did matter,
but they mattered in a multilateralcontext. Balancing went on simultaneously between alliances and within alliances. Throughout the cold war,
the primary concern of both the United States and Western European
states was the Soviet threat. But each of these actors had other power
political worries. Like the Soviets, France, Britain, and the United States
could not help but have serious reservations about an increase in the
power of West Germany. Likewise, the Western Europeans, including the
West Germans, resented US hegemony, and senior US officials accepted
many Soviet aims, particularlytheir wish to anticipate the military resurgence of Germany, as legitimate. For example, McGhee warned Rusk in
August 1966 that the United States 'would withdraw', its NATO allies
would 'dissociate themselves from Germany', and the Soviet Union would
'make such efforts the subject of a preemptive attack', if West Germany
tried to acquire a national nuclear capability. For their part, the West Germans understood that there were a 'number of mutual interests emerging
between the US and the Soviet Union, which they feel could bring about a
realignmentin the post-war security pattern'.1At the same time, the Europeans, and especially the West Germans, were loath to see the superpowers come to a bilateralagreementat their expense.
A successful US strategy in Europe had to take account of all of these
complex issues, as well as manage the domestic political and economic
consequences of its policy choices. And while issues such as strategic
1 McGhee to Rusk, 25 Aug. 1966, FRUS, 1964-8, xv. 395.
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vulnerability,limited war, and flexible response played a lesser role, political considerations played the dominant one. Nuclear strategy was often
the servant of political imperatives:of the need to deter the Soviets while
both restraining and reassuring the West Germans; and of maintaining
domestic support for a military strategy rhetorically based on containing
the Soviets in the face of superpower detente and balance-of-payments
pressures. Such political questions underpinned US policy on nuclear
sharing, strategic targeting, tactical nuclear weapons, and conventional
force levels in Europe during the 1960s and beyond. Even if we no longer
worry about all-out nuclear war, these questions continue to shape policy
on NATO's role in Europe, the militarystatus of Germany,and the United
States's relations with Russia. US policy-makers would do well to recognize the continuities not only within the cold war era, but also between that
era and our own.
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